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Tipalti Announces Partnerships with
Burkland, Klear and SCS Cloud
Tipalti, a global payables automation platform, has announced three new strategic
partnerships to further streamline �nance operations for growing companies. The
partners include Burkland, a CFO, accounting and tax services company; Klear, an ...
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Tipalti, a global payables automation platform, has announced three new strategic
partnerships to further streamline �nance operations for growing companies. The
partners include Burkland, a CFO, accounting and tax services company; Klear, an
in�uencer marketing platform; and SCS Cloud, a cloud consulting and
implementation provider.

Burkland provides startups with fractional CFOs, accountants, and tax advisors so
startups can focus on growth. They give strategic guidance to ease a company’s
growing pains and provide �nancial insight to scale.
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“Our partnership with Tipalti will offer our clients an automated system that
processes payments seamlessly while also maintaining compliance,” said Steve Lord,
Chief Learning Of�cer and NY CFO Practice Lead, Burkland. “The value and
capabilities that Tipalti brings are impressive.”

Klear helps brands build, scale, and measure in�uencer campaigns. Its sophisticated
technology supports some of the world’s largest organizations and empowers
in�uencers around the world. Tipalti is providing a seamless mass payments
capability for Klear’s customers managing in�uencer campaigns.

“Partnering with Tipalti has helped us ensure that we are supporting our customers’
needs adequately,” said Eytan Avigdor, CEO, and Co-Founder of Klear. “Now, more
than ever, tools and software are the core of how businesses run operations and
manage communication. Tipalti enables us to add payments to our suite of features,
thus providing our customers with a more ef�cient and transparent method for
managing their in�uencer campaigns, while reducing headaches and friction.”

SCS Cloud improves the ef�ciency, transparency, and pro�tability of their clients
through integrated cloud-based systems and business intelligence tools which are
effectively implemented and well supported. SCS Cloud has a team of dedicated
professionals with experience in ERP, CRM, and Governance, Risk and Compliance
software and consulting services. Tipalti and SCS Cloud both partner with NetSuite
to provide superior service to clients.

“SCS Cloud has seen great success in our partnership with Tipalti. As a 5-star
NetSuite partner, we work with many integrated NetSuite solutions and the Tipalti
product has been an excellent solution for our clients,” said Derek Hitchman, Lead
Consultant and CEO. “SCS Cloud’s NetSuite consulting and development team has
extensive experience customizing NetSuite procurement processes. Combining our
team’s knowledge with Tipalti’s solutions has resulted in successful projects and
delighted clients.”

“We’re excited to be partnering with organizations like Burkland, Klear, and SCS
Cloud to help further modernize their clients’ �nancial operations,” said Chen Amit,
CEO and co-founder of Tipalti. “We look forward to working together with our
partners to help organizations achieve best-in-class �nancial operations that enable
ef�ciency, compliance and transparency as they scale.”
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